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Advantage Craps is a tested and proven winning strategy which beats the casinos consistently! This

advanced method of play is a very powerful, yet easy to learn, strategy which will put you on top of

the craps game. This dynamic system will make you virtually unstoppable. Once you know it, the

casino bosses will be powerless to prevent you from winning. Players using this strategy commonly

make $1,000 a day or more! You will learn exactly how to make bets where you are favored to win.

By using this unique betting strategy, and perfected "hit and run" tactics, you will quickly build up

large winnings with little risk of losses. Once you know how to use these methods, you will know the

secret of walking away from any craps game with huge wins - time after time!
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If you want to put a lot of money in your pocket fast, this system is for you. The author claims it wins

over 90% of the time, and I have verified these results. I am winning over 91% of my sessions and

chuckling all the way to the bank!The system produces consistent winning sessions with infrequent

losses. I also play blackjack and poker, and without a doubt I am making more money at the crap

tables using the Advantage Craps strategy than I ever did at blackjack or even poker.I know this

flies in the face of conventional thinking that a game of chance can't be beaten. That is what I

believed too before experiencing the power of this system.If you really want to beat the casinos,

here is your chance. I give Advantage Craps my highest endorsement!

If you want to learn a proven method of winning at craps, then I recommend this manual. It contains

a complete step-by-step set of instructions that make learning how to win easy, even if you have

never played the game.I had not played craps prior to reading "Advantage Craps." I am now able to



win between $300 and $500 per day betting small. If you want to learn how to play the game

correctly and make a lot of money playing, then you must purchase this manual.I also liked the

...free coupons I got with the book. This makes this book the bargain of the year. Before you risk a

dime in any casino, buy this book, try this system and prosper!

I was a winner with this book. Yes, I loss some money at the tables, but I did come out ahead on

two out of three sessions at 3 different casinos. When I didn't follow the book to the letter I got

hammered. When I followed the rules I won. I don't think I would have made the money I did without

this book. It's worth the 29 bucks. I made that back 20 times over.

Two basic techniques are recommeded here: 1) Placing the 6 & 8 and continually doubling your bet

until either the 6 or 8 is hit. For myself, this technique is too hard on my nerves. A typical

progression would $12-12 on the 6 & 8, then $30-30, then $60-60, then $120-120. If either the 6 or

8 hit, start over. I do like the come bet system. This system requires you to add to your bets only

when you are winning. This author claims that he makes some serious money using these

techniques. I don't have the nerve to try the steep progressions that he recommends. Maybe you

do.

I have purchased a number of systems that have been published by Silverthorne Publications.

While this is one of the better methods I have seen it is still just a overglamourized version of what

you can find in many books costing half the price. The truth is that unless you hit a hot streak or a

semi hot streak in the long run you end up loosing more money than you win. I rated this two stars

because the progression that you get to use when you hit a hot streak is very good and very

profitable; however, if you dont hit that streak you will slowly deplete your bankroll.I would like to

warn everyone further on Silverthorne Publications. I recently purchased an online system from the

company and they debited my account four times for the one system. When I asked for my money

back for the three extra times I was ignored. I was ignored a total of three times even when

threatening to get my lawyer involved. When some investigating was done I found no listing for a

Silverthorne Publications, no listing at the address they use, and a disconnected phone number.

When I dove deeper I found no records at all of a Martin J. Silverthorne. Buyer beware.
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